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900th CBN deployment
ACC excellence awards
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ACC Gold Eagle awards

The MICC executed over 27,000 
contract actions valued at almost $5.2 
billion in fiscal 2021 to ensure readiness 
requirements across the Army.
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MICC contracts exceed 
$5.2B toward Army needs

Members of a MICC field directorate 
office and contracting office at Joint 
Base San Antonio-Fort Sam Houston, 
Texas, recently welcomed their leaders.

u MORE

MICC welcomes 
new leaders to its ranks

Master resilience trainers from across 
the U.S. Army Materiel Command 
enterprise have teamed up to develop 
a 13-part virtual series that provides 
its employees with the tools and 
resources to address stress, anxiety 
and uncertainty. 
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AMC offers resiliency series to strengthen employees

Soldiers from the 902nd Contracting 
Battalion Contracting Detachment 
B at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, 
Washington, provided operational 
contracting support and administration 
during a recent National Training  
Center rotation at Fort Irwin,    
California.
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Contracting detachment supports NTC rotation

MICC small business professionals 
from across the nation leveraged virtual 
platforms to overcome small business 
engagement challenges and exceed 
Army Materiel Command contracting 
goals across all socioeconomic 
categories for the seventh consecutive 
year.

u MORE

MICC achieves small business goals 7th straight year

by Brig. Gen. Doug Lowrey
MICC commanding general                          

We begin fiscal 
2022 on a high 
note after the 
incredible efforts 
by the men 
and women 
of the Mission 
and Installation 
Contracting 
Command to close fiscal 2021.
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